We demonstrate the potential of birefringence-based, alloptical, ultrafast conversion between the transverse modes in integrated optical waveguides by modelling the conversion process by numerically solving the multi-mode coupled nonlinear Schroedinger equations. The observed conversion is induced by a control beam and due to the Kerr effect, resulting in a transient index grating which coherently scatters probe light from one transverse waveguide mode into another. We introduce birefringent phase matching to enable efficient all-optically induced mode conversion at different wavelengths of the control and probe beam. It is shown that tailoring the waveguide geometry can be exploited to explicitly minimize intermodal group delay as well as to maximize the nonlinear coefficient, under the constraint of a phase matching condition. The waveguide geometries investigated here, allow for mode conversion with over two orders of magnitude reduced control pulse energy compared to previous schemes and thereby promise nonlinear mode switching exceeding efficiencies of 90% at switching energies below 1 nJ.
Introduction
Efficient all-optical switching based on a number of nonlinear effects is a research topic of high interest [1] . In recent years all-optical switching at low pump powers in integrated optical circuits has been a particular focus of research, pushing the switching energies from the picojoule [2] into and even below the femtojoule regime [3] [4] [5] . These advances were made possible by switching light in high quality-factor nanocavities by modifying the effective index of the cavity using, e.g., pump-induced free-carrier injection and thereby shifting the resonant frequency of the cavity. Using resonant field enhancement, however, comes at the cost of narrowing the usable optical bandwidth and demands precisely tunable lasers or some means to tune the cavity resonances [6] . A broader bandwidth is offered by all-optical switching in non-resonant linear geometries, which has been achieved by, e.g., nonlinear-phase shifts in Mach-Zehnder type interferometers [7] or by nonlinear frequency conversion combined with frequency filtering [8] , which has recently been demonstrated in a mode-selective manner [9] . As an alternative, transient long period gratings, optically induced by multi-mode interference in combination with the nonlinear Kerr-effect, look promising for the realization of a lowpower, all-optical device for switching in a linear geometry. These long-period gratings can be used to convert the transverse modal content of a probe beam. Spatial conversion or switching is of special interest in the context of future spatial-division multiplexing networks in addition to or instead of all-optical frequency conversion [10] . All-optical mode conversion based on optically induced long-period gratings (OLPG) has been demonstrated experimentally in a few-mode fiber using nanosecond pulses with 70 µJ pulse energy [11] . Recently, femtosecond control beams were used to induce the long-period gratings to allow for high peak powers at substantially reduced pulse energies [12] . A severe restriction of the used setup for applications is, however, that the pulse energies are still high, in the order of 100 nJ, which requires highpower amplifier systems. Additionally, nonlinear-polarization rotation was found to introduce a phase-sensitive cross-talk between the cross-polarized control and probe beam, resulting in a demanding probe separation.
Here, we show low-power, cross-talk free all-optical conversion of transverse modes in integrated waveguides by numerically modeling the nonlinear interaction between the involved pump and probe beam modes. The key to such progress lies in the use of integrated waveguides in which one can make use of a highly nonlinear material, e.g., silicon nitride (Si 3 N 4 ), featuring a nonlinear index of refraction (n 2 = 2.4 · 10 −15 cm 2 /W) that is ten times larger than in fused silica optical fibers. The higher non-linearity in combination with modal areas being three orders of magnitude smaller in waveguides compared to multimode fibers, allows to accordingly lower the required peak powers. The aforementioned cross-talk induced by nonlinear polarization rotation can be avoided if the control and probe beam could be separated by other means than polarization. A dichroic setup with different control and probe wavelengths would be a favorable approach but requires additional means for phase matching, i.e., a matching of the induced Kerr grating to the phase velocities of the probe beam. We show that this can be achieved by tailoring the waveguide cross section to induce an appropriate birefringence that provides phase matching for selectable, well separated control and probe beam wavelength combinations (for details on the phase matching see section 3). Thereby, a cross-talk free operation by separating control and probe beam by wavelength is indeed possible. Compared to earlier work [11-13] the small modal areas inherent to integrated waveguides are coming at the cost of an increased group velocity mismatch of the involved modes of up to two orders of magnitude. However, this is more than compensated by a much higher effective nonlinearity, which substantially reduces the necessary pulse energy for all-optical mode conversion. An important advantage of our approach to use form-induced waveguide birefringence is that it can be applied to other materials as well, e.g., to silicon or chalcogenide glasses, with an n 2 about a factor of 300 -500 times higher than in fused silica. In the calculations presented here, we have selected Si 3 N 4 , due to its availability with loss as low as 0.1 dB/m [14] and a transparent wavelength range from 400 nm to about 2.3 µm, making Si 3 N 4 an experimentally widely used material for nonlinear optics [15-19].
Mode conversion scheme
The scheme for all-optical mode conversion that we model is depicted in Fig. 1 . The size and material parameters are chosen to enable an experimental verification in a subsequent step and take into consideration recently available Si 3 N 4 waveguides with thick cross-sections [20] . The scheme consists of three parts: the excitation of the specific control and probe modes by multiplexing via two input waveguide channels (labeled 1 and 2), the actual all-optical mode conversion in the waveguide channel 2, and finally a mode demultiplexing into an output channel (labeled 3). 
TM
(3) Fig. 1 . Schematic of the proposed all-optical mode conversion scheme (dimensions not to scale). Potentially, tapered directional couplers could be used to excite a superposition of the TM 0 -and TM 1 -mode at the control wavelength as well as the TE 0 -mode at the probe wavelength in the multimode waveguide channel marked by 2. In this work, only the nonlinear interaction of control and probe beam in the straight section of the multi-mode waveguide and the corresponding mode conversion to the higher-order mode is studied by numerically solving the multi-mode coupled nonlinear Schroedinger equations. An illustration of the probe mode's intensity profile along the propagation path is shown color-coded in the waveguide to depict the conversion process. For details see text.
The control and probe beams are launched into cross-polarized modes for making use of the waveguide birefringence in order to enable phase matching and thus to achieve high conversion efficiency at different control and probe wavelengths (for details on the phase matching see section 3). In case of the rectangular waveguide geometry investigated here the cross-polarized quasi-transverse electric (quasi-TE) and quasi-transverse magnetic (quasi-TM) modes are used. In order to excite an OLPG with maximum contrast, the control beam energy is equally distributed between two different modes. We consider to use a multiplexing scheme based on tapered directional couplers [22] to excite a specific mode mixture in the multimode waveguide section. A control beam at a center wavelength λ c is then coupled with equal powers into the two singlemode waveguide channels 1 and 2 (see Fig. 1 ). During its propagation in the tapered section of channel 2 the coupled fundamental mode adiabatically evolves into the fundamental mode of the multimode section of the channel. If the propagation constants of the fundamental mode in channel 1 and that of the higher-order mode in channel 2 are matched, the light in channel 1 is coupled into the higher-order mode of the main waveguide channel 2 [22] . The superposition of both modes within the straight mode conversion section of channel 2 then forms a transversely structured interference pattern which induces, via the Kerr effect, the OLPG. When injecting a probe beam at a center wavelength of λ p into the main waveguide channel 2, it first adiabatically evolves into the fundamental mode. In the straight section of channel 2 the probe mode is then converted into the higher-order mode (schematically depicted in the middle section of Fig. 1 ) by means of the OLPG. The amount of probe pulse energy that is converted by the OLPG is directed by demultiplexing in the adiabatic output coupler to output port 3, while otherwise the probe pulse would leave the straight output port unmodified.
In the following, we demonstrate the nonlinear conversion of the probe beam's modal content within the mode conversion section of the waveguide channel 2 (see Fig. 1 ) by numerically solving the multi-mode coupled nonlinear Schroedinger equations [23] . The dispersion of the transverse waveguide modes is calculated up to the fifth order from the wavelength-dependent propagation constants obtained from using a vector finite difference mode solver [24] . A power loss of 1 dB/cm is assumed as a conservative estimate [19] . During propagation in the straight section of channel 2 and conversion of the probe beam from the fundamental mode to the higher-order mode the power conversion efficiencies are analyzed.
In section 3 the proposed birefringent phase matching scheme will be presented and it will be shown in section 4 that the waveguide dimensions can be tailored to achieve low-power modeconversion within the boundary conditions set by the phase matching. Finally, in section 5 numerical simulations of all-optical mode conversion are presented for switching 3 ps probe pulses utilizing 6 ps long control pulses with the latter having peak powers ranging from 10 W to 500 W. The results of the performed simulations are compared for the different waveguide configurations discussed in section 4. The potential applicability of our scheme for all-optical ultrafast switching with low pulse energies of less than a nanojoule is demonstrated.
Phase matching
The OLPG induced via the Kerr effect in waveguides arises from the multimode interference intensity pattern caused by the beating of two control beam modes (here either TE 0 and TE 1 , or TM 0 and TM 1 ), that propagate with different phase velocities. In order to achieve efficient mode conversion the period of the induced OLPG has to be adapted to the difference in propagation constants of the probe modes [25] . One can therefore derive a phase matching condition depending on the propagation constants of the control as well as the probe modes:
with
with β 0,i being the propagation constant of the fundamental mode and the higher-order mode of the control beam (i = 1, 2) and of the probe beam (i = 3, 4), respectively. Exact phase matching (∆ = 0) is in general and especially in radially symmetric waveguides not fulfilled for unequal control and probe beam wavelengths. The individual mode profiles expand at different rates into the cladding [26] when increasing their wavelengths. Therefore, the modes experience a different change in effective refractive index as a function of wavelength leading to a change in the difference of the propagation constants, ∆β , and thereby resulting in a phase-mismatch (∆ = 0). Such a phase mismatch would prevent an efficient energy transfer between the probe modes.
Here we suggest a solution to this problem that is particular suitable for all-optical mode conversion in integrated waveguides. In rectangular waveguides, namely by choosing appropriately different transverse sizes, an inherent birefringence can be imposed and tailored to achieve phase matching at two different wavelengths. For an exemplary waveguide geometry the differences in propagation constants for the control and probe beam are depicted in Fig. 2 as the blue and dashed red curve, respectively. In this example, birefringent phase matching is fulfilled for a TM control beam at a center wavelength of 1030 nm and a TE probe beam at about 780 nm or vice versa. However, phase matching can also be achieved for a variety of wavelength combinations tailored specifically for the available external or integrated laser sources, e.g., also in the telecommunication window. Here we focus on using the aforementioned wavelengths of 1030 nm and 780 nm as control and probe center wavelengths. For an experimental verification, both of these wavelengths can be easily generated by, e.g., an Yb-doped solid state or fiber laser and either a Ti:Sapphire-laser or a frequency-doubled Er-doped fiber laser. As these laser materials offer a relative wide gain bandwidth, fabrication tolerances can be compensated by a tuning of the laser frequency, although fabrication of Si 3 N 4 waveguides has already been demonstrated with a standard deviation in the width of the waveguide of less than 5 nm [21].
Waveguide optimization
In order to identify the lowest possible pulse energy for optically induced mode conversion we exploit the dependence of the dispersive and nonlinear properties on the geometrical dimensions and cladding configurations of rectangular Si 3 N 4 waveguides. For this type of waveguide there are three possible cladding configurations that are depicted in Fig. 3 The key aspect to achieve efficient mode conversion is, beside fulfilling the phase matching condition, to choose a waveguide with a small amount of group delay per unit length. As the temporal walk-off due to the group delay between the individual control and probe modes reduces the effective interaction length, it also reduces the maximum conversion efficiency at a given control beam power level. In addition to keeping the effective group delay small, a high conversion rate can partially compensate for the limiting influence of the walk-off on the conversion efficiency. The conversion rate itself increases with the refractive index contrast of the OLPG [27] . Therefore, a high value of the nonlinear coefficient γ is needed, which can for instance be accomplished by minimizing the effective modal area.
In order to optimize the three waveguide configurations (i-iii), we first calculate the phase mismatch at the wavelengths studied in this work as a function of the waveguide dimensions. The phase mismatch as a function of the height and width of the ridge for a type (i) waveguide is depicted in Fig. 3(b) exemplarily. Phase matching is not only fulfilled, e.g, for the specific waveguide dimensions displayed in Fig. 2 , but for each displayed ridge height a ridge width can be found, for which the mode conversion process is phase-matched. The corresponding waveguide dimensions are marked with black crosses in Fig. 3(b) . The multitude of phase matching conditions offer the possibility to tailor an optimum waveguide with regard to its dispersive and nonlinear properties, while still fulfilling the phase matching condition. As a measure of the intermodal walk-off, the standard deviation,
of the group delays per unit length of the two control beam modes (i = 1, 2) and the two probe beam modes (i = 3, 4) is calculated, with β 1 being the inverse group velocity. A high deviation of either of the four modes from the mean group delay per unit length (β 1 ) would lead to a reduced interaction length and thereby to a reduced conversion efficiency. The result is shown in Fig. 3(c) , where σ GD is depicted by blue crosses and shown as a function of the waveguide's ridge height. The corresponding ridge widths where chosen such that phase-matching is fulfilled (ridge height and width pairs marked with black crosses in Fig. 3(b) ). Furthermore, σ GD is displayed for the two other cladding configurations at their respective phase-matched geometries. For each cladding configuration σ GD varies with ridge height and exhibits a local minimum, being lowest with about 1.44 ps/cm for a type (i) waveguide. The rapid increase of σ GD to more than 5 ps/cm at smaller ridge heights shows that the occurring group delay has to be taken into account carefully. In Fig. 3(d) the effective modal area is depicted as a function of the ridge height for the same cladding configurations already discussed above. Again a local minimum is found for each configuration, this time being lowest for the waveguide surrounded by air on three sides (type ii), as here the mean index difference between core and cladding is maximized, and tight light confinement to the core is achieved.
In order to provide a qualitative understanding of the difference in performance of the waveguides with respect to the conversion efficiency, that will be demonstrated in the next section 5, one can introduce the inverse product of group delay and effective modal area as a figure of merit (FoM):
For the waveguide of type (i), exhibiting low group delay per unit length, the FoM is calculated to be maximum at a ridge height of 380 nm and a corresponding ridge width of 949 nm with a FoM = 2.8 cm ps·µm 2 , while the waveguide of type (ii) with the smaller modal area only features a maximum FoM of about FoM = 2.2 cm ps·µm 2 at a ridge height of 360 nm and a width of 960 nm.
Efficiency of all-optical mode conversion
In this section we present the results on all-optical mode conversion in the two waveguide configurations (type i and ii) and with the respective dimensions that promise the most efficient conversion at a given control beam power level: on the one hand the waveguide of type (i) will be discussed, as it exhibits the lowest group delay per unit length at a height of 380 nm and a width of 949 nm and therefore allows for a long interaction length of the probe beam with a high contrast index grating. On the other hand the aforementioned waveguide will be compared to a waveguide of type (ii) showing the highest nonlinear coefficient at a height of 360 nm and a width of 960 nm and thereby exhibiting the fastest conversion rate at a given power level. We consider in the following two different scenarios: a probe center wavelength of 780 nm and correspondingly x-polarized TE probe modes as well as a probe center wavelength of 1030 nm and y-polarized TM probe modes. The control beam is always assumed to be cross-polarized to the probe beam and at the respective phase-matched center wavelength.
In order to account for the high differential group delay, pulse durations of 6 ps for the control beam and 2 ps for the probe beam were chosen for the simulations. The control beam's energy was evenly distributed between the fundamental and the higher-order mode leading to half the peak power of the whole control beam in each mode. The probe beam energy, being only in the fundamental mode, was set to 1% of the control beam energy, so that the nonlinear influence of the probe beam on the control beam could be kept negligible. To ensure phase matching and to determine the bandwidth of the conversion process the center wavelength of the beam at about 780 nm was numerically scanned across the theoretical phase-matched value. The propagation of the involved modes was simulated up to a propagation length of 3 cm and a periodic energy . All-optical mode conversion efficiency (red pluses and blue crosses) as well as conversion full width half maximum bandwidth (red diamonds and blue squares) as a function of the control beam peak power for two different waveguide dimensions and cladding configurations. The dotted lines are added to guide the eye. The dimensions as well as cladding configurations of the two waveguides are the ones -as discussed in section 4 -exhibiting lowest group delay (marked by blue crosses and squares) and highest nonlinear coefficient (marked by red pluses and diamonds), respectively. In (a) the probe pulses are assumed to be in the x-polarized TE-modes and at a center wavelength of 780 nm while the control beam is assumed to by y-polarized and at a center wavelength of 1030 nm. In (b) the roles are reversed and the probe beam is assumed to be in the y-polarized TM-modes and at a center wavelength of 1030 nm and the control beam in the x-polarized TE-modes and at a center wavelength of 780 nm.
exchange between both probe modes due to the induced OLPG was observed. The conversion efficiency after the first occurring conversion cycle, i.e., the ratio between probe energy in the higher-order mode and the whole probe energy, is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of control beam peak power. At each peak power value the conversion efficiency is displayed for probe pulses with a center wavelength phase-matched to the induced grating. In Fig. 4 (a) the mode conversion from the TE 0 to the TE 1 -mode is shown for probe pulses at 780 nm and a control beam center wavelength of 1030 nm, while in Fig. 4(b) conversion from the TM 0 to the TM 1 -mode at a center wavelength of 1030 nm using a control beam at a center wavelength of 780 nm is displayed. As can be seen, the conversion efficiency increases with control beam energy and thereby with the index contrast of the induced OLPG for both studied waveguides until the conversion efficiency converges towards 100%. The incomplete conversion at low control beam peak powers despite perfect phase matching can be explained by the low index contrast of the OLPG. The conversion rate scales directly with the grating contrast [27] and at low control beam peak powers the conversion is simply not completed at the waveguide position where control and probe pulses do not overlap in time anymore due to their difference in group velocity. The increasing conversion rate with control beam peak power is then able to compensate at least partially for the limited interaction length and finally leads to a convergence of the conversion efficiency towards 100% at high peak powers. Comparison of the performance of the two investigated waveguides is revealing that the waveguide of type (i) with the lower intermodal group delay (blue crosses in Fig. 4 ) allows for a more efficient conversion at a given peak power, independent of the used probe polarization and wavelength. The TE 1 conversion efficiency exceeds, e.g., 90% at a control beam peak power of about 150 W in the waveguide of type (i) while more than 225 W of control beam peak power is needed in the waveguide of type (ii) to achieve the same efficiency. This difference in the achieved conversion efficiency is therefore consistent with the introduced figure of merit in section 4 being higher for the waveguide of type (i).
Although the waveguides of type (ii) fall behind in conversion efficiency at a given power level, they might still be of interest from an economical point of view as they do not require a re-coating production step when the waveguides are created by reactive ion etching from a planar Comparison of the two scenarios displayed in Fig. 4 furthermore reveals, that the conversion seems to be overall more efficient if the probe pulses are centered around 780 nm and thereby in the x-polarized TE modes and the control pulses are centered around 1030 nm. The reason for this behavior is twofold: the smaller modal areas at a control beam wavelength of 780 nm compared to the modal areas at 1030 nm lead to a stronger self-phase modulation resulting in a rapid broadening of the control beam spectrum. Thereby, the spectral density of the control beam at the phase-matched wavelength decreases more rapidly than for control pulses centered around 1030 nm leading to a reduced conversion efficiency. As the coupling strength of the grating is a function of the overlap of all involved modes of control as well as probe beam it should not change when switching control and probe beam wavelength.
However, the numerical model [23] used here only includes a frequency dependence of the whole overlap integral describing the nonlinear coupling and not of the individual mode profiles. This constitutes a necessary approximation to be able to compute the simulation within a reasonable time frame. As the coupling coefficient is therefore always evaluated only at the probe frequency when calculating the probe beam propagation, the mode conversion at shorter probe wavelengths than control beam wavelengths is always overemphasized (upper limit) and the mode conversion at longer probe wavelengths than control beam wavelengths is underemphasized (lower limit).
We also investigated the full width half maximum conversion bandwidth for an OLPG, which is defined as the width of the possible probe frequency detuning for which the conversion efficiency exceeds half of its maximum value. The results are displayed in Fig. 4 as a function of control beam peak power. We found a broadening of the conversion bandwidth with increasing control beam peak power, analogous to the rising conversion efficiency with increasing control beam power. Again this can be explained by an increased conversion rate: The fixed dephasing per unit length between the induced grating and the probe modes is compensated by a shorter conversion length leading to a maximum in conversion before a significant dephasing can occur. An analogous behavior can be found for conventional long period gratings, where the achieved conversion does also depend on the phase-mismatch as well as the strength of the grating [28] . The bandwidth of the TE conversion process in the waveguide of type (i), e.g., increases from 0.4 THz as full-width half maximum value at a control beam peak power of 100 W to 1.9 THz at a control beam peak power of 500 W. The slower growth of conversion bandwidth in the waveguide of the second type (ii) is consistent with a steeper slope of the phase matching curve around the phase-matched wavelength of about 13.8 rad cm·nm compared to 9.6 rad cm·nm in the waveguide of type (i). In the type (ii) waveguide the accumulated phase mismatch during propagation is larger and, therefore, the conversion bandwidth at a given control beam power is reduced. In order to visualize the above mentioned influence of the conversion rate in combination with the temporal walk-off on the resulting conversion efficiency the temporal profiles of the involved modes are displayed in Fig. 5 exemplarily for two different control beam powers at the waveguide position of maximum conversion z max . In Fig. 5 (a) the temporal pulse profiles for an initial control beam peak power of 100 W, resulting in a maximum conversion at a waveguide position of about z max = 16 mm, are shown. A significant amount of probe pulse energy is still contained in the fundamental mode. In this particular waveguide configuration the main group delay with about 5 ps relative to the co-moving time frame is accumulated by the TE 1 control pulse resulting in a strongly reduced index contrast of the induced grating. When increasing the control beam power and thereby also the conversion rate, as it is displayed in Fig. 5(b) , the maximum conversion is already achieved at a waveguide position of 6.8 mm. Here, the walk-off of the TE 1 -mode is still well below the pulse duration, resulting in an almost complete conversion of the fundamental probe mode to the TM 1 -mode.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we demonstrated, by numerically solving the coupled multi-mode nonlinear Schroedinger equations, the potential for ultrafast all-optical switching via transverse mode conversion in integrated waveguides. We showed that a key to successful mode conversion is tailoring the waveguide dimensions for obtaining a suitable form-induced birefringence such that phase matching at different control and probe wavelengths is achieved. A central advantage of the novel scheme is that it circumvents the experimentally observed cross-talk due to nonlinear polarization rotation when working at the same wavelength for control and probe beam [12] . Cladding configurations and waveguide dimensions of Si 3 N 4 waveguides were evaluated systematically to achieve efficient conversion at the lowest possible control beam energy. Choosing different cladding configurations as well as tailoring the waveguide geometry allow to minimize intermodal group delay as well as to maximize the nonlinear coefficient, even under the constraint of a phase matching condition. A figure of merit was introduced based on the occurring differential group delay as well as on the effective mode area and the conversion efficiencies of the different waveguides were found to agree with this introduced figure of merit. Finally, an excellent conversion efficiency of more than 90% is found for control beam peak powers exceeding 150 W equivalent to only 900 pJ of pulse energy for pulse durations of a few picoseconds. Integrated multimode waveguides thereby should allow to reduce the needed pulse energies by two to three orders of magnitude in comparison to experimentally shown values [12] utilizing femtosecond pulses in a step-index fiber (120 nJ of used control beam energy). The demonstrated scheme thereby poses a promising platform for all-optical switching by modulating the control beam power.
